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A Message from Dr. Ward

W

hen I look back on the last 18 months, I am amazed at what
we have been able to accomplish during such an unpredictable
time in our nation. While COVID-19 is still among us,
we have continued to overcome obstacles and move forward in spite of
the many challenges we have encountered. John Maxwell may have said
it best when he said, “One of the major keys to success is to keep moving
forward on the journey, making the best of the detours and interruptions,
turning adversity into advantage.” We have learned to navigate through
environmental and social challenges and the question now is, how do we
continue to advance the university’s mission and forge our future?
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Jay Abraham once said that, “As soon as you open your mind to doing things differently, the doors of opportunity
practically fly off their hinges.” As we move forward, we will need to evaluate our actions at each step and capitalize
on the opportunities to not only be different, but also be better.
This edition of the Provost Newsletter features examples of how ECSU students and faculty continue to collaborate
on projects that bring value to our community through their innovative talents of teaching, service, research and
scholarly endeavors.

Department of Health and
Human Studies

ECSU has withstood the test of time for 130 years and I know the future of this institution will be even brighter
than the past.

Department of Natural Sciences

It gives me pleasure to share with you the wonderful products of our faculty, students, and staff.

Department of Mathematics, Computer
Science and Engineering Technology

Dr. Dexter Purnell
Dr. Tarsha Rogers

Elizabeth City State University has been under a microscope throughout
the years for a variety of reasons but the spotlight is now shining bright and
people are beginning to recognize what I have known for 14 years. ECSU truly is a special place! As we move into
the next phase of ECSU’s story, we will have to reimagine what success looks like in the new era. Although we will
undoubtedly continue to adapt, innovate and overcome, things may look different. The pedagogy, programming,
community outreach, and retention may be different. But we will persevere.

Office of Student
Success and Retention

Viking Pride…Vikings Forward

Farrah Ward
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TEACHER
PREPARATION
PROGRAM
																	
prepares future educational researchers

																		Contributor: Dr. Kimberly Fitchett-Bazemore

T

he Educational Research
Method (EDUC 600)
graduate students
have completed their required
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
training, thereby earning their
certificates to conduct authentic
and engaging educational research
projects for the Fall semester.
Within the Finland teacher
preparation program, the curriculum
focuses upon teacher candidates
as a user and producer of research.
Under the instruction of Dr. Aresta
L. Johnson, twenty students have
identified research projects designed
to contribute to the educational
landscape. The students identified
topics ranging from Effective
Instructional Strategies for English
Language Learners to The Effect
of Elementary School Bullying on
Adults. Education students may
often engage in research from a
theoretical lens, void of application
and practice. The EDUC 600 course
has been redesigned to provide
relevant and engaging research
opportunities for graduate students.
Lauren Creech is a graduate
student enrolled in the Master
of Elementary Education Initial
Licensure program and currently
works in the field of real estate.
Having completed her IRB training
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certificate and submission of her
IRB application, Lauren shared,
“An authentic Educational Research
Project is an important part of
the Master of Education program
because it allows students to build
their confidence and skills using step
-by- step assignments that will result
in the learner’s ability to effectively
research educational issues important
in today’s educational landscape.”
Shedell Smith is a graduate
student enrolled in the Master of
Elementary Education National
Board Certification track, and
currently serves as a second-grade
teacher in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Shedell noted the importance of
“researching a real issue and bringing
those findings back to my campus
enables me to promote change and

help service our English Language
Learner population… I’ve learned
how to find credible and factual
information and how to be an
unbiased ethical researcher.”
As students move forward with
their research, in collaboration with
their professor, they will seek out
opportunities to publish and present
their findings at local, state, and
national conferences. Dr. Johnson,
along with Dr. Kimberly FitchettBazemore, have submitted a grant
to support this endeavor, which is
tentatively scheduled for the Fall
2022 semester. The School of
Education looks forward to sharing
this exciting undertaking with the
entire ECSU community. 
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GUEST LECTURES SERVE AS AN

INSPIRATION AND ACTIVE LEARNING TOOL
FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT STUDENTS
Contributors: Dr. Jason Hughes, Assistant Professor of Sport Management & Dr. Debjani Kanjilal, Professor of Economics

T

he Sport Management
Program at Elizabeth City
State University (ECSU) is
a new program in the Department
of Business, Accounting, and
Sport Management (DBASM).
DBASM successfully completed the
reaffirmation process for the 20202025 cycle for all three programs:
Business Administration, Accounting,
and Sport Management were
accredited by AACSB. Elizabeth City
State University is one of twentytwo HBCUs to hold an AACSB
accreditation. It is also the only
HBCU in the nation to have an
AACSB-accredited undergraduate
Sport Management program.
The Sport Management program
has had the privilege of hosting many
distinguished guest speakers. Dr.
Jason Hughes, Assistant Professor
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of Sport Management, has been
the driving force behind arranging
these lectures. The lecture series
have been initiated by him since he
arrived at ECSU two years ago. Guest
lectures in the past two academic
years have included: Malone Silver,
ECSU alumnus who currently
serves as the Assistant Athletic
Director for Academics for Jackson
State University; Anthony Dudley,
Corporate Partnership Sales with
the Carolina Panthers; Marques
Watson, Corporate Partnership
Manager for the Philadelphia 76er's;
and Tyler Russell, General Manager
of the Edenton Steamers among
many others. According to Dr.
Hughes, these guest lectures help
serve the program’s mission for a
concentrated focus on experiential
learning experiences and networking

opportunities for our students. He
further states that each of the guest
speakers brings a unique perspective,
a different focus, and area of
expertise.
GUEST SPEAKERS IN FALL
2021 HAVE INCLUDED: George
Bright, Elizabeth City State University
Athletic Director, Jacob Mullins,
ECSU Associate Athletic Director
of Compliance, Joe Isse, Portland
Trailblazers Director of Sales, and
Thomas Klinger, Insides Sales Rep for
the New Jersey Devils of Harris Blitzer
Sports & Entertainment.
George Bright, Athletic Director,
visited the Introduction to Sport
Management class and engaged
the students at the beginning of
the semester. Mr. Bright and the
students discussed student volunteer
opportunities for sporting events
that would take place on campus.
The class and the athletic department
have come together to establish
a partnership for an experiential
learning experience, where students
under the supervision of the athletic
department, would gain valuable
work experience. Mr. Bright also
bestowed career advice, discussed
his journey, the workday of being
an Athletic Director, career advice,
and how to utilize networking
opportunities including tools such

as LinkedIn. He also emphasized
the importance of gaining as much
work and learning opportunities as
possible.
The Introduction to Sport
Management class was also visited
by Jacob Mullins, Associate Athletic
Director for Compliance. Mr.
Mullins and the students discussed
how vital experience is to the sport
industry. Mr. Mullins described what
a director of compliance does for the
athletic department and what a day
in the life looks like for a compliance
director. Mr. Mullins then gave a
demonstration of how he utilizes
LinkedIn, what he looks for in a
working professional including a
professional resume, cover letter and
work experience. Mr. Mullins then
encouraged students who wanted to
work in college athletics to visit his
office so that they could gain as much
knowledge as possible in order to be
successful in that chosen field.
There was also a class visit by Joe
Isse, Director of Sales for the Portland
Trailblazers. Mr. Isse gave students a
chance to interact with a professional
salesperson in the industry. He
thoroughly discussed what the sales
industry looks like, what an Inside
Sales Rep does, and why someone
should choose to do sales in the
sport industry. He emphasized key
aspects such as an upward career
mobility, transferable skills, and

more financial security. Mr. Isse
encouraged the students by giving
examples of personal selling thereby
engaging students to participate. His
demonstration showed them the
importance of how telling a story can
lead to a personal connection between
a consumer and the salesperson. He
furthered student engagement by
giving a lesson on how to create a
professional LinkedIn profile. Mr. Isse
emphasized the importance of being
authentic, passionate, and being
intentional to get the job students
want, and how to network and make
sincere connections with people. In
his words, “You have to find a unique
way to sell who you are and why you
matter to the world.”
Finally, there was a classroom visit
by Thomas Klinger, Insides Sales Rep
for the New Jersey Devils of Harris
Blitzer Sports & Entertainment, who
is a former student of Dr. Hughes
at another institute. Mr. Klinger
spoke to the class from a young
professional’s perspective. He showed
them the reasons why someone
should work in sports along with the
benefits he has received. Mr. Klinger
mentioned, “If you are passionate
about sports, then you will love
working in sports.’’ He shared tips
on success and demonstrated how

to engage with people as an industry
professional. He taught them about
the sport industry, how important
sales are, and how important it
is to be driven. He showed our
students that he came from a similar
background and university and that
he made it to the industry, despite the
tribulations that COVID brought. In
closing he said, "If you can always sell
something and solve a problem, you
will always be employed."
The Sport Management program
has undoubtedly benefitted from
these guest lectures over the past few
years. The students are motivated
and determined to excel. Apart from
the education they receive in class,
the guest lectures inspire them, and
provide them motivation to combat
challenges, and thus excel in life. Dr.
Hughes is committed to the program
and to his students and continues to
arrange for professionals to visit his
classes and inspire our students. 
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ECSU’S EFFORTS TO
MITIGATE COVID-19
Contributor: Raynard Townsel

Dr. Banerje with ECSU Research Students

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has
impacted and altered the lives
of everyone in the world.
When the pandemic first began,
the response of scientists across the
globe was to assess the crisis (or
outbreaks) and offer a response.
On the campus of Elizabeth City
State University, the response was
driven by a few individuals. One
very significant person was Dr.
Hirendranath Banerjee, Professor
of Natural Sciences. Surprisingly,
Dr. Banerjee is not only a Molecular
Biologist, but he is also a Biochemist and a medical doctor who was
born in Calcutta, India. He comes
from a family of scientists whose
great-grandfather was a chemist and
professor; whose grandfather was
a chemist, and whose father was
a student of science. When asked
about his vocational motivation,
8
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Dr. Banerjee humbly shared, “I was
always interested in science. I came
to the United States as a graduate
student in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. I became interested in
helping people medically due to my
uncle who was a medical Army doctor and served in Vietnam as a UN
Peacekeeping Corps team member.
He was my medical role model.”
In the twenty-one years that
Dr. Banerjee has taught at ECSU,
the year 2020 was one of the most
memorable as a scientist and medical practitioner. Dr. Banerjee paused
and reminisced, “When COVID
started, I was asked by Dean
Kuldeep Rawat to set up a lab here
at ECSU. I called all my contacts to
consult and prepare. It was a chaotic
moment. Lots of tests were being
created. After much consultation, we
focused on the RT- PCR as being the

best method of testing.” RT–PCR is
a variation of PCR, or polymerase
chain reaction, meaning that the
PCR is used for pathogens, such as
viruses and bacteria, that already
contain DNA for amplification,
while RT–PCR is used for those containing RNA that needs to be transcribed to DNA for amplification.
In preparing the lab, Dr. Banerjee selected three ECSU students
to assist with the RT-PCR testing.
The students were Joseph Hedley,
Kayla Johnston, and Chelsey Aurelus. Protocols for the lab space
were created, which included but
not limited to designing a donning
and removing room for PPE (i.e., a
gown, mask or respirator, goggles
or face shield, gloves), a pathway to
access the laboratory space, and a
separate room where the actual RTPCR testing equipment would be set

up for testing was created. All standard precautionary measures in the
presence of an infectious agent. This
was all funded by the Coronavirus
AID, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act. On campus the testing focus was known as the COVID
Mitigation Program. ECSU received
support in CRRSAA funds (also
called HEERF II) to provide support
for students who were impacted by
the pandemic.

The students under Dr. Banerjee’s guidance began working on
VTM, or viral transport medium.
Dr. Banerjee said, “Under the CDC
guidelines, we received a chemical
from a company and it was altered
so that we could quickly detect
RNA from the patient samples. This
work was done by Kayla Johnston
and Joe Hedley. The protocol for
rapid detection was doubled, which
took seven to ten days of samples
that were sent from companies to
establish the protocols. All of this
was done before testing began. We
needed positive control.” The initial
COVID Mitigation program timeline ended in December of 2020. But
a new year presented new opportunities, especially, in the fight against
COVID-19.
From January 2021 through
June of 2021, Dr. Banerjee’s students

were still hard at work even though
the first funding cycle ended, all
due to the UNC-General Assembly
providing a competitive COVID-19
research award of $75,000. Dr. Banerjee, as the principal investigator,
worked with Dr. Dipendra Sengupta
and Dr. Kuldeep Rawat. The students working with Dr. Banerjee
were joined by Matthew Hill from
the Department of Mathematics to
provide data analysis. They were
further supported by Christopher
Cross an E-MARC Program Assistant and former ECSU graduate who
is working on his PhD in Chemistry at Morgan State University by
completing his thesis research in Dr.
Banerjee’s lab. The team collected
more samples for the RT- PCR and
forwarded the results to PrimBio
Research Institute to find out what
strain of the virus was affecting the
Northeastern North Carolina population. They were successful and got
several strains analyzed.
By the end of June after all of
the initial work was completed, Dr.
Banerjee received another phone
call from UNC- General Assembly.
They had created a consortium for
several universities which would
form the CORonavirus VAriant
SEQencing (CORVASEQ) team. The
UNC Policy Collaboratory website
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states, “In addition to UNC-Chapel
Hill, the CORVASEQ team consists
of the following institutions: Atrium Health, Duke University, East
Carolina University, Elizabeth City
State University, HCA Healthcare,
Novant Health, UNC-Charlotte, the
VA System, Vidant Health and Wake
Forest Baptist Health. Through this
consortium, it is possible to capture
samples from all 100 counties and
to genetically sequence positive
COVID-19 tests. After sequencing,
the information about the variant
of concern will be sent to DHHS to
provide accurate tracking of those
variants across the state.”
ECSU is the only HBCU included
in the project. All the research and
sequencing results documented in
Dr. Banerjee’s lab and by the student
team under CORVASEQ will be
sent to UNC Chapel-Hill. Then the
submitted data will be submitted
under ECSU’s name in the database.
Dr. Banerjee said, “This is a great
opportunity for our university and
students. We have the understanding that once we get CLIA certified,
we will possibly receive an additional $1million in funding for the
next two years of research. This will
make ECSU a clinical certified diagnostic center, which will allow us to
certify whether people are positive
or negative. We are presently only
doing research De-identified subjects as per CDC guidelines.”
This is all exceptional news because not only has ECSU responded
to the COVID-19 challenge, but Dr.
Banerjee, Dr. Sengupta and our students are also scientifically shaping
the future of Northeastern North
Carolina’s fight against the virus. 
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The Popular Music Ensemble
Brings a New Vibe to ECSU
Contributors: Mr. Stephan Naylor and Ms. Jasmyn Cooper

T

he Popular Music Ensemble
(PME) Class is an opportunity
for students to cultivate and
showcase their musical talents
in a curriculum-as-practicum
environment that prepares them
for various careers within the
music industry. The curriculumas-practicum approach is an
educational setting that incorporates
academic lessons and methods and
creates real-life opportunities within
any discipline. Jasmyn Cooper
stated, “This class allows students to
gain skills we could never teach from
just a book; it must be experienced.”
The goal is to ensure that students
taking the class learn both in the
classroom and through operational
performance. Under Mr. Stephan
Naylor, Professor and Assistant
Director of Bands, the PME Class
focuses on contemporary, hip-hop,
R&B, Gospel, Soul, Country, and
Bluegrass music with a high level
of academic rigor coupled with
professional development. Students
in the PME Class are taught music
theory, aural skills, sight-reading,
music technology, the Nashville
Number concept, instrumental and
vocal performance, live production,
staging, sound engineering, lighting,
team building, and industry
networking skills. Mr. Jeffrey
Whelan expressed the following,
"What is exciting about Mr. Naylor's
class and ‘Check the Resumé’ is
that it brings music practice and

theory to a much wider audience. I
am especially happy to see regular
jam sessions out in the Fine Arts
Amphitheater. Good things are
happening in Fine Arts at ECSU!"
These musical elements, along with
hours of rehearsal, are brought

"

What is exciting about Mr.
Naylor's class and ‘Check the Resumé’
is that it brings music practice and
theory to a much wider audience. I
am especially happy to see regular
jam sessions out in the Fine Arts
Amphitheater. GOOD THINGS ARE
HAPPENING IN FINE ARTS AT
ECSU!

"

together to produce the “Check
the Resumé” Performance Series, a
complete student live performance
showcase that was created out of
a desire to help students begin
their professional music careers
and gain industry experience while
pursuing their degree at Elizabeth
City State University. Professor
Naylor, with the help of guest
directors, clinicians, music industry
professionals, and national recording
artists, create a space for students to
learn as working musicians through
experiential education. Jasmyn
Cooper, vocalist and choral educator,

and Professor Clarence Goss, ECSU
Alumnus, created a team of students
who are responsible for the entire
production and execution of all
Check the Resume performances
and Friday Jam Sessions.
The PME Class has afforded one of
our students, Maurice Carpenter, the
opportunity to work as a stagehand
and sound engineer tech with
RodWave, a national recording artist
on one of his Soulfly Tours. Maurice
shared, “Being able to work at the
Rod Wave show with Ms. Noelle
Jordan was a unique experience. I
was able to expand my knowledge
and get a look at what could be my
future; it is a bright one! Now I am
ready to continue experimenting
with different ideas to improve audio
and lighting for Popular Music
Ensemble, “Check the Resume,”
and other ECSU projects. I have to
give thanks to Professor Naylor and
Ms. Jasmyn Cooper for their drive

and networking. This all happened
so fast and is a testament to “always
being ready”. I also have to thank
Ms. Jordan for giving me the
opportunity to learn and be a part of
that amazing event.”
With University support and
increased student interest, the PME
Class will only continue to grow in
all the right directions. 

Maurice Carpenter at the Rod Wave show

Popular Music Ensemble class
Noelle Jordan & Maurice Carpenter
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Popular Music Ensemble Jam Sessions
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STRATEGIC PLAN
Elizabeth City State University’s plan for 20202025, Forging Our Future, focuses on how to
best utilize our strengths to serve our students
in providing access to high-quality, affordable
education at North Carolina’s premier institution.
ECSU is where leaders are created. Leaders who
are courageous, resilient, and empowered.
Our strategic plan is built with integrity and
compassion, supporting our students, faculty
and staff as we develop the innovators,
entrepreneurs, pioneers, and creators of
tomorrow.
Our 2020-2025 plan was intentionally
developed with a vision for our collective future.
Our high-quality academic programs align
with community demands, meet employer
needs, enhance our region and state, and drive
economic development to guarantee the future
success and sustainability of ECSU.
We live to serve our students. Viking Pride is not
just about the institution - it is about the people.
People who serve humanity with a passion for
life-long learning and strive for excellence as the
standard. This plan supports your purpose in life.
We are a proud family, and together, we will
continue our legacy of success!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This newsletter is the beginning of many
communications as the Viking ship continues
to sail into the future. Faculty members who
shared their teaching, research and service
endeavors made this edition possible. This
volume by no means encompasses all of the
student and faculty members’ accomplishments.
There is much to report. Thus, we encourage your
ongoing participation in future publications.
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ACCREDITATIONS
Elizabeth City State University is accredited by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Colleges to award degrees at the
baccalaureate and master’s levels.
Contact the Commission on Colleges at
1866 Southern Lane,
Decatur, GA 30033-4097
or call 404-679-4501
for questions about the accreditation of ECSU.
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